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Monthly Awareness Campaign

National Youth Day / Delhi our pride
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Obiectives

To encourage and inspire the youth of the country to embark on a successful journey.
To Familiarize students about amazing facts related to India.

To make children appreciate the diversity of India.
ir.:pggpypTagp,

To increase the knowledge of the students about their dwelling city, "Delhi" and to observe the
contribution of Swami Vivekananda, a monthly awareness campaign was conducted in the month of
-aruary wherein students of class V participated in'Descriptive Writing'on Indraprastha - Old Colours of
l= - ,',':r 'en-riliarized students about amazing facts related to Delhi. An activity named',pamphlet
r:s ;- -= -::=: - :-'':! -3 l*eit C'eatr',, t,,, anC prc,,,ided the knolvledge of rich heritage of our city.
i^ :'''- ga!'e a glinrpse of all the heritage sites around the world through their beautiful travelogues
3'epared by class VII. Students of Class VIII planned extremely interesting packages which would tempt
the tourist around the world to visit their city and savour its beauty. A discussion was held on the theme
'National Youth Day'which focused on encouraging and inspiring the youth of the country to embark on

a successful journey. These activities helped the students to understand the importance of capital city.

_fr' 
.tit.rssion catered to the aesthetic, social and cognitive domains and inspired them to channelize

iY,ctr energy towards the development of the nation. They were also able to infer the importance of
observing National Youth Day and appreciated the contribution of Swami Vivekananda that helped them

in motivating the people about the way of life and ideas. Students participated enthusiastically in all the

activities and were appreciated for their efforts. Overall experience proved to be quite informative and

enriching for all the lear.ners.
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